
Empowerment Lab

The Power of 
Activate the behaviors, practices, and protocols
that make your values real.

 Please contact angela@mindpowerstrategic.com
or visit www.mindpowerstrategic.com/book

Book Angela

Discover how organizational culture can truly transform (or disrupt) results
Identify tangible behaviors that will bring a cultural value to life*
Explore how to automate values within relevant team processes and organizational systems

*This workshop will focus on one cultural value (inclusion, integrity, teamwork, etc. – you choose!). Your team will practice a   
values activation process with this defined value and equip themselves to repeat the process with other values in the future.

If someone could walk through the halls of your workplace, what would they guess your values to be? 
Are they the same values you share in employee onboarding? The ones you have written on the wall? 

Many companies build out an impressive set of aspirational values, but they don‘t go far enough. They don’t
activate them in real life. Cultural coherence - when the way people act everyday is consistent with what
they say they believe - is not only a matter of ethics. It's a matter of true organizational performance. 

This thought-provoking, action-inducing workshop is designed to introduce you to a process you can apply
to translate values into behaviors and build cultural coherence within your own workplace. Participants will: 

inclusion, energy, and connection across teams.

Empowerment labs from Mindpower Strategic offer unique
teambuilding and mindset-shifting solutions that build 

A former Chief Diversity Officer in Corporate America, Angela Cooper has over two decades
of business experience leading change and evolving cultures in healthy ways. As the founder
of Mindpower Strategic, she now serves as a thought partner and change architect for
forward-thinking business leaders who are invested in people-centered strategies. 

Values

What Clients Say
“One of the best and most

applicable sessions I’ve ever
attended! I left with a new sense of

clarity and confidence that my
team and I were in lock step.”

-SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR


